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EL SOL Farmworkers cover rows of strawberry fields with plastic at the Ramos Farm’s fields along Rampart Road in Watsonville.

Crews keep busy even after
peak strawberry season ends
CALIFORNIA
STRAWBERRY
COMMISSION
CAROLYN O’DONNELL
Although our rainy
season has arrived, local
strawberry farmers are
not taking a break. The
rains have shifted most of the production
to Ventura County, and we will soon see
berries coming from Orange and San
Diego counties, too.
Though the peak season has past,
ground preparation runs parallel with
the fall harvest. Strawberry farmers are
literally laying the groundwork for the
2017 season. Ground is tilled and raised
beds take shape, wrapped in their plastic
shells to conserve water and maintain
the bed shape over the next year.
Careful ground preparation is crucial: Missteps at this time of year spell
trouble for the next season. Perhaps one
of the most important steps is controlling the unseen plant diseases in the soil.
There are a variety of plant diseases, and
they don’t all appear in all places at all
times. But, if not managed, can ruin an
entire field, and a farmer’s livelihood.
Traditionally, farmers rotated ground
over several years, allow fields to lie fallow, or planted with a cover crop, between plantings to manage the build-up
of diseases in the soil. New tools introduced in the 1960’s, the ability to inject

short-lived chemicals in the soil to control these diseases, allowed farmers to
shorten the number of years in crop rotations, taking full advantage of the prime
growing conditions here along the central coast. As a result, more than 90% of
the local crops are a diverse assortment
of vegetables and fruits.
A shifting array of regulations have
reduced the availability and utility of
these disease control measures. Yet, the
diseases remain an issue, and recent
years have seen the emergence of disease not seen before in the central coast.
Ongoing research is exploring alternatives to soil fumigation. Though some alternatives are promising, the issue is
complex, and scientists admit that there
will not likely be a one-size-fits-all solution. Rather, a matrix of measures will be
needed to address the soil type, temperature profile, soil and water chemistry,
array of diseases and specific crops. All
of these variables make real-world solutions years away.
For local strawberry farmers, once
the soil disease issues are addressed,
they then map out their irrigation system, form beds and establish access
roads that make best use of the block of
land, while minimizing runoff and optimizing exposure to the sun. Rows must
be spaced accurately to minimize damage by tractors and harvest workers
over the next year. Once irrigation lines
are installed, drip irrigation lines are

placed in the beds to deliver water and
fertilizer directly to the plants. All of
this is done before the plastic mulch is
pulled over the beds.
Next come the plants. November is
planting season, continuing over the
next month. Special machinery pulled
down the rows by tractors punch holes
in the plastic with ideal spacing for
each plant. The planting crews follow,
hand-planting a small green crown
sprouting with a hairy wad of roots.
Though the fields are not bustling
with activity over the winter months,
strawberry farmers still don’t put their
feet up once the plants are in the
ground. New plants still require tending. Farmers keep a close on eye on the
weather, balancing irrigation water
and fertilizer with the effects of any
rainfall.
Strawberry farmers here on the
Central Coast are passionate about
what they do. They know that all of this
attention to detail is crucial to bringing
healthy and wholesome fruit to market.
As you pass the quiet fields over the
next few months, know that local
strawberry farmers are still on the job,
making sure that they are maximizing
their efforts, while minimizing their
impacts, to deliver tasty and nutritious
fruit to market.
Carolyn O’Donnell is communications director of the California Strawberry Commission

duce our food.
In a collaborative effort, scientists
from the Lawrence Berkeley National
Lab, UC Berkeley and the University of
Illinois found that increasing the expression of these proteins yielded more productive tobacco plants. Their study was
published in the Nov. 17 issue of Nature.
After seeing initial success in the tobacco plants, the researchers plan to expand their study to rice and other food
crops. The hope is that that finding creative methods to increase plant production will help address future food shortages.
— Sarah McQuate

Watch a webinar with Bruce Dale, a
chemical engineering professor at
Michigan State University, on Thursday from 11 a.m. to noon.
This webinar is free and is hosted by
the American Chemical Society.
To register, please visit: https://
www.acs.org/content/acs/en/
acs-webinars/technology-innovation/
biomass.html. Slides will be available
for download the day after the talk.
— Sarah McQuate

AG DIGEST
Watsonville native named
environmental ‘Leader of Future’
Yale University junior Cesar Garcia
Lopez, who hails from Watsonville, received a Lider del Futuro Award from
the Monterey Bay Aquarium on Oct. 18
for his efforts to inspire others about environmental and ocean conservation, according to YaleNews.
The award, presented during the
aquarium’s annual Fiesta del Mar celebration, honors “the next generation who
will be responsible for the administration of our oceans.” During his time at
Yale, Garcia Lopez traveled with firstgraders to a nearby salt marsh preserve
to explore biodiversity and mentored
student research and projects for the
New Haven, Conn., science fair. He
hopes to eventually return to the Watsonville area and combine environmental
education and research into a career.
While at Watsonville High School,
Garcia Lopez participated in the Watsonville Area Teens Conserving Habitats
(WATCH) Program, conducted by the
Monterey Bay Aquarium. The program
allowed students to meet local scientists
while examining local environmental issues. He also completed a plant ecology
and evolutionary biology research internship at UC Santa Cruz.
— Aylin Woodward

New study could help plants
use sunlight better
Scientists have developed a new
method that makes tobacco plants more
productive in getting energy from the
sun, according to Sarah Yang, a science
writer for the Lawrence Berkeley Lab.
Plants in densely planted crop fields
or high shade areas do not use energy efficiently, according to Yang. Plant proteins that work together to protect crops
from overexposure in direct sunlight
don’t turn off quickly enough in the
shade, meaning the plants miss out on
collecting some of the sun’s rays. Then
they have less energy to grow and pro-

Book to help middle schoolers
learn about ag science
A new book teaches middle school students where their food comes from, according to Susan Fisk on behalf of the
American Society of Agronomy, the
book’s publisher.
“Agronomy – Grow With It!” details
the basic science behind the agriculture
industry and includes illustrations of
complex topics like the nitrogen cycle.
Each chapter also highlights a problem
that scientists are currently trying to
solve.
The authors hope this book will help
students understand how science is connected to real world applications.
The book is a collaborative project
from science lovers across the country;
the authors include a plant biologist, a
science writer, the academic program
coordinator of a plant and soil sciences
department, and a professor of education.
To purchase this book, go to
www.societystore.org or find it on Amazon.com.
— Sarah McQuate

Sustainable bioenergy systems
webinar scheduled for Thursday
Want to learn about how to sustainably produce both food and bioenergy?

Castroville wetland restored
to provide clean surface water
Local groups partnered to re-flood
an 18-acre wetland in Castroville on
Nov. 18, according to a Business Wire
news release.
Thanks to a partnership of the Monterey County Water Resources Agency,
Central Coast Wetlands Group at Moss
Landing Marine Labs and Pacific Gas
and Electric Company, this restored
wetland has the capacity to naturally
clean 80,000 gallons of surface water
for the local community daily.
Wetlands like this one can act as filtering systems – wetland plants can
capture, process and store sediments,
nutrients and pollutants from draining
water.
The wetland, part of the Moro Cojo
Slough watershed, with 30,000 newly
sown plants, will filter and clean water
pumped from the Castroville Ditch,
which drains roughly 600 acres of artichokes and Brussels sprout farmland
in the area.
Scientists will continue to monitor
water quality in the area over the next
two years to evaluate the success of
this wetland project. For more information, contact either Ross Clark from
the Central Coast Wetlands Group at
831-771-4411,
or
email
Rclark@mlml.calstate.edu. Alternatively, contact Shaun Maccoun from
PG&E at 925-557-5263, or email
SRMF@pge.com.
— Aylin Woodward

Maria de la Fuente, Ph.D., likes her
job as director of the UC Cooperative
Extension in Monterey County because, as she said, “No two days are
alike.”
“It’s a challenge because I have to
speak to the Board of Supervisors. … I
have to talk to the growers and to the
Latino growers in Spanish,” she said.
At the same time, she
said, “It has given me the
opportunity to grow so
much beyond agriculture.”
De la Fuente has been
working for the UC Cooperative Extension for
De la Fuente
20 years, 51⁄2 of them in
Monterey County. She oversees the operation of a large organization here. It
includes agriculture, natural resources, human resources, 4-H and a
nutrition program.
A Morgan Hill resident, de la Fuente
was born in Ithaca, N.Y., the oldest of
six children. But from the age of 5, she
grew up in Monterrey, Mexico. She
earned her B.A. degree in agriculture
engineering, then received a scholarship to study in the Netherlands at the
University of Wageningen. There she
earned a master’s degree in crop protection.
In 1990, she earned her Ph.D. in plant
pathology at Iowa State University in
Ames. It was there she met her husband, Zack Mousli, a native of Syria. He
is a vegetation specialist at the Santa
Clara Valley Water District.
Married for 28 years, they have two
daughters, one in medical school and
one who just graduated from UC Davis
with a degree in environmental science.
De la Fuenta joined the UC Cooperative Extension in 1996 in Santa Clara
County. In 2009 she moved to the San
Benito County extension and in 2011
came to the Monterey County extension in Salinas. She oversees a budget
of nearly $7 million.
Besides her administrative duties,
she has several specialties. They are
waste management, mushroom production, compost, specialty vegetables,
nursery crops, plant pathology, soil microbiology and urban horticulture.
Along with her Monterey County extension duties, she manages the Master
Gardener program at the UC extension
in Santa Clara County.
The program trains urban gardeners in gardening techniques and they
train others. Master gardeners must attend 80 hours of training. They are required to attend 12 hours of training annually after that and are required to
give back 25 hours to the community
each year. That includes giving gardening talks and offering horticulture advice.
“It’s a workable program because
you can educate the community very
easily,” she said.
As a waste management expert, de
la Fuente is a teacher and advocate of
composting. She had an eye-opening
experience while studying in Holland.
“They reuse every piece of glass,”
she said. “They are 100 years ahead of
us.”
One of the most satisfying parts of
her job, she said, is working with Latino
farmers in the Beginner Farmer and
Rancher Development Program (USDA-NIFA).
“In my 20 years with UC, I’ve educated more than 5,000 worker/growers,” de la Fuente said. “Some of them
have started their own businesses …
and that gives me satisfaction, because
they are part of the American dream.”
In her job, de la Fuente is aided by a
staff of experts in various areas of agriculture and three county-paid administrators and a host of volunteers. The
county staffers are Kelley Sivertson,
administrative services assistant; June
Rasmussen, accounting technician;
and Lennis Arriaga, secretary.
“All the (county) administration is a
breath of fresh air,” de la Fuente said.
With the US Department of Agriculture, the UC system and the county all
having a role in the extension, it provides of wealth of aid and education to
the agriculture community.
“In the county,” de la Fuente said,
“the cooperative extension has always
been welcomed with open arms.”

